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ABSTRACT

We search for a solar cycle variation in mode widths and amplitudes derived from

3-month GONG time series. The variation of mode width and amplitude observed in

GONG data are the combined effects of fill factor, temporal variation, and measurement

uncertainties. The largest variation is caused by the fill factor resulting in modes with

increased width and reduced amplitude when fill is lower. We assume that the solar cycle

variation is the only other systematic variation beside the temporal window function

effect. We correct all currently available data sets for the fill factor and simultaneously

derive the solar cycle variation. We find an increase of about 3% on average in mode

width from the previous minimum to Oct. 1998 and a decrease of about 7% and 6%

in mode amplitude and mode area (width x amplitude). We find no l dependence of

the solar-cycle changes. As a function of frequency, these changes show a maximum

between 2.7 and 3.3 mHz with about 47% higher than average values for mode width

and about 29% and 36% higher ones for mode amplitude and area. We estimate the

significance of these rather small changes by a pre-whitening method and find that the

results are significant at or above the 99.9% level with mode area showing the highest

level of significance and mode width the lowest. The variation in background amplitude

is most likely not significant and is consistent with a zero change.

Subject headings: Sun: activity- Sun: evolution- Sun: oscillations

1. INTRODUCTION

We study mode widths, amplitudes, and area (width x amplitude) derived from 108-day

GONG time series and search for variations of these mode parameters with the solar cycle. These

quantities provide information about p-mode excitation and damping. The source of the p-modes

is thought to be due to stochastic excitation by the release of acoustic energy from sources near the

1Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. under cooperative agreement with

the National Science Foundation.



top of the turbulent convection zone (cf., for example, Rast 1999; Rimmele et al. 1995; Goldreich,

Murray, & Kumar 1994; Balmforth 1992; Osaki 1990, and references therein). The mode width is

inversely proportional to the lifetime and thus contains information about the damping of modes,

the mode amplitude is related to the mode energy, and the mode area reflects the acoustic power

of the mode.

Solar-cycle changes in central mode frequencies and related splitting a-coefficients are now

well-established (Howe, Komm, & Hill 1999, and references therein). However, solar-cycle changes

of mode widths and amplitudes are less well studied due to the large number of observational effects

on this measurement. Jefferies et al. (1990, 1991) and Meunier (1997) measured the solar cycle

dependence of mode width using South Pole Ca K intensity data. Jefferies et al. (1990) found that

the widths for modes with l values between l = 80 to 100 and v _ 3 mHz are larger during 1981

(high activity) than in 1987 (low activity). Jefferies et al. (1991) state that this is consistent with

an increase in mode width with increasing activity. They also predict that mode power decreases

with increasing activity on the basis that the p-mode power is inversely proportional to the mode

width (Osaki 1990) and assuming that the acoustic power pumped into the p-modes is constant

with the solar cycle. Meunier (1997) found that the widths of intermediate-degree modes were

on average smaller in 1998 (high activity) than in 1994 (low activity) which is the opposite of the

previous South Pole results. PallS, R_gulo, & Roca Cortds (1990a,b) and Elsworth et al. (1993)

used integrated sunlight velocity data to measure modes with l = 0 to 2. Palld, R_gulo, & Roca

Cortds (1990a) found an inverse relation between mode power (area under the peaks) and solar

activity using Observatorio del Teide measurements from 1977 to 1989 with a variation in power

of about 40% depending on I value studied. In PallS, Rdgulo, & Roca Cortds (1990b), they also

report an increase in line width with increasing activity for l = 0. Elsworth et al. (1993) used

observations obtained with the Birmingham Solar Oscillations Network ('BISON') during 1981 to

1992. They found that mode power decreases with increasing activity with a variation of about

35% between maximum and minimum constant for all l values. However, they found no significant

variation of mode width with the solar cycle.

The variation of mode width and amplitude in GONG data is the combined effect of fill factor,

temporal variation, and measurement uncertainties. The largest variation is caused by the gaps

in the temporal window function; the fill factor is between 80% and 90% for GONG data. Being

equivalent to a convolution with a broadened window in the Fourier domain, these gaps lead to

modes with increased width and reduced amplitude. We assume that the solar cycle variation

is the only other systematic variation beside the temporal window function effect and that the

measurement uncertainties are essentially random fluctuations. We fit all currently available data

sets simultaneously for the temporal window correction (fill factor) and for the solar cycle variation.

We then estimate the significance of theses changes using a prewhitening technique. We find small

but significant changes in mode width, amplitude, and area with the solar cycle and discuss the

results.



2. DATA AND ANALYSIS

2.1. Data Sets

The data wereprocessedthroughthe GONGpipeline(Hill et al. 1996),producingpower
spectraof threeGONGmonths'durationfor eachl and Im] up to l = 150. The 3-month (with 1

GONG month being 36 days) time span was chosen to give adequate resolution of the modes while

allowing the study of temporal variations. The 33 time periods analyzed, their temporal fill factors,

and the corresponding average values of two measures of solar magnetic activity, are summarized

in Table 1. The temporal fill for a 3-month period ranges from 0.77 to 0.92, with an unfortunate

slight tendency towards lower fill in the more recent, higher-activity sets which may be associated

with the adverse weather conditions due to the 1997-8 E1 Nifio phenomenon. It should be noted

that not all the periods used in this study are independent.

The mode parameters for each n, l, m mode were estimated from the 3-month power spectra

using the standard GONG analysis (Anderson, Duvall, Jr., & Jefferies 1990), which fits modes up

to l = 150. The peak-fitting algorithm has two types of error flags related to the quality of the fit

to a mode. One is based on heuristic assumptions about the modes; the other indicates numerical

difficulties (Hill et al. 1998). The heuristic flag includes, for example, a test to ensure that the

fit has not locked onto the first guess; that the fitted width is within a factor of two of the first

guess width; etc. The numerical flag indicates how well the minimization of the likelihood function

converges and distinguishes between failure to converge, convergence with some difficulty, and strict

convergence. Strict convergence is necessary but not sumcient for a good fit. Mode parameters

from fits that did not pass all the heuristic tests and meet the strict convergence condition were

excluded from this analysis.

The peak-fitting algorithm fits symmetric Lorentzian profiles to the asymmetric mode peaks

in the power spectra. This will introduce a systematic error in the absolute values of the measured

mode parameters which varies for different l and n and is different between velocity and intensity.

At present, it is not well-known to what extent the mode asymmetry changes with the solar cy-

cle. Meunier (1997) reported a change in asymmetry for intensity measurements, but given the

differences between velocity and intensity her result cannot easily be extrapolated to velocity mea-

surements. Thus, while we cannot completely rule out the possibility that some of the solar-cycle

variations measured by us are affected by changes in asymmetry, we expect that the net effect is

small since we average over many l and n values and since a strongly asymmetric peak most likely

triggers one of the error flags of tile peak-fitting algorithm.

We have studied mode width, amplitude, area (width x amplitude), and background ampli-

tude as a function of two activity measures: sunspot number and magnetic flux. The sunspot

number values were taken from the National Solar Observatory (Sacramento Peak) archive 2 and

2available at ftp://ftp.sunspot.noao.edu/pub/sunspots/spots.list
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tile magneticflux (in Gauss)from the Kitt Peaksynopticcharts3. We averagedthe Kitt Peak
synopticmapsover the 180positionsequidistantin sinelatitude and over4 × 360positionsin
timerepresenting108days.The relationsbetweenvariousactivity measures,andin particularthe
temporalphasedifferences,havebeendiscussedin somedetail by Bachmann& White (1994).
Figure1showstheaveragemagneticflux (in Gauss)andthesunspotnumbersduring the relevant
timeperiod. Thetwo activity measuresshowa largelinearcorrelationof 0.99,whilethey differ in
somedetails.Wethereforeexpectthemto leadto essentiallythesameresultsandtheir comparison
servesmainlyasa consistencycheck.

2.2. Temporal Window Correction

GONGtime serieshavegapsin the temporalwindowfunctionwith a typical fill of 80%to
90%;gapsin the temporalwindowareequivalentto a convolutionwith a broadenedwindowin the
Fourierdomain.This leadsto peakswith increasedwidth andreducedamplitudewith respectto
uninterruptedobservations,whilethefrequenciesarenot affected.Fora varietyof reasons,suchas
computationtime and accuracy,wedo not performany temporaldeconvolutionof the spectrum
prior to thepeakfinding.Instead,weempiricallydeterminea correctionfactorfor both thewidths
andamplitudes,asdescribedin moredetail in Kommet al. (1999).Thegapsin the GONGdata
arevery short comparedto the lengthof the time seriesand they showdiurnal sidelobes,which
aresmallcomparedto single-stationdatabut arenoticeableanddominatethe gapstructure. Due
to this qualitativesimilarity,weassumethat the effectdependsonly on thefill factor and not on
thedetailsof thegapstructureof the temporalwindow.

To representeach(l, n) multiplet, we calculate weighted average values of the parameters. We

include only multiplets where at least one third of all (2l + 1) values are present. At l _< 10, the

averages are less well-defined due to the relatively small number of modes in a multiplet. For each

multiplet, mode width and amplitude show a (re�l) dependence due to the spatial mask used in

the reduction of GONG data. Amplitudes show a V-shaped dependence that is taken into account

by a polynomial of (re�l) 2k with k = 0, 1, and 2. The mode area, width × amplitude, and the

background amplitude show a similar V-shaped (re�l) dependence. For mode amplitude and related

parameters, we use the fitted values at (re�l) = 0.0 and at (re�l) = 1.0 as the values representative

of each multiplet.

The mode width shows a A-shaped (re�l) dependence that is less pronounced than the am-

plitude variation and is mainly noticable at high and low n values. The number of multiplets at

high n is small due to the mode resolution criterion, while the number of multiplets at low n is

reduced by the one-third-present criterion. Thus, for the mode width, it is sufficient to calculate

a weighted mean. Figure 2 shows an example of the four parameters as a function of (re�l) for a

3available at http://www.nso.noao.edu/nsokp/dataarch.html



given multiplet. From this figure, it is obvious that the standard deviation of the mean is about

10% of the mean value which stresses the importance of large data sets in order to derive significant

results.

For each l, the widths vary strongly with the fill factor at intermediate n values, while they vary

slightly or are almost constant at low and high n values, as in the example in Figure 3. Figure 3 also

shows that a linear fit describes the variation very well. Using the linear fit, the widths extrapolated

close to a 100% fill factor agree reasonably well (within 10%) with SOI/MDI data, analyzed with

the GONG peakfinding algorithm, and with the deconvolved GONG data, as discussed in Komm

et al. (1999). The SOI/MDI time series have very different window functions compared to GONG

time series. But, since they have fill factors close to 100%, the mode parameters derived fi'om them

should be close to the 'true' values regardless of the details of the window function.

We then represent the variation of the width of each (l, n) multiplet by a polynomial in fill

factor. To determine tile degree necessary to adequately represent the data, we divide the 33 time

samples into two subsets, fit one subset with the polynomial and calculate the average in-sample

error (average error of the fitted subset) and the average out-of-sample error (average error of

the fit with regard to the excluded subset). We repeat this procedure for various degrees of the

fitting polynomial. The in-sample error is expected to decrease with increasing model complexity

(if the model is adequate), while the out-of-sample error will decrease up to a certain degree and

then increase again when the model overfits the data. The minimum in the out-of-sample error

as a function of degree defines the best model. This method of cross-validation is described and

discussed, for example, in Gershenfeld (1999) and Goutte (1997).

The top panel of Figure 4 shows the results for dividing the data sets at random into two

subsets of 17 and 16 time samples. The values are weighted least-squares errors normalized by the

in-sample error of the linear fit. The in-sample error (x) decreases as expected with increasing

degree of the fitting polynomial. The out-of-sample error (O) decreases with increasing degree,

shows a minimum at the quadratic fit and increases for higher-order polynomials, indicating that

a quadratic fit is the best model. The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the results for excluding

the four time samples with highest fill factor. Again the in-sample error decreases with increasing

degree. The minimum of the out-of-sample error occurs for a linear fit, indicating that it is the

best model. Since the goal of the fill factor correction is to be able to extrapolate to a 100% fill,

the second test is more relevant than the first. We repeated these two tests including the three

SOI/MDI time samples analyzed with the GONG peakfinding algorithm and found that in this

case the linear fit is the best model for random division and for exclusion of values with high fill

factor. Prom this simple cross-validation, we conclude that the relation between width, amplitude,

etc. and fill factor is to first order a linear relation and that higher-order corections have to be

studied more carefully before including them.

Therefore, we apply a linear regression to correct the mode parameters of a given (l, n) multiplet
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for thetemporalwindowfunction.

F(fill) = intercept + slope * (1 - fill) (1)

We perform a linear fit in fill factor for all (l,n) multiplets that are good fits according to the

peakfind error flags that are resolved according to du/dl > 2F and where at least one third of the

(2l + 1) modes are present.

The resulting slopes normalized by the intercepts (fill of 100%) as a function of I and _ show

that the effect of the temporal window function is strongest near I ._ 40 and v _ 3.0 mHz (Figure 5).

For example, a slope of 600% means that the width measured at 80% fill is 120% larger than the

corresponding width at 100% fill. The intercepts (fill of 100%) of the linear fits are extrapolated

estimates of tile 'true' mode parameters as they would be determined from GONG observations

without gaps (Figure 6), which we will investigate in a separate study.

2.3. Solar Cycle Variation

To search for a solar cycle variation, we fit all currently available data sets simultaneously for

the temporal window correction (fill factor) and for the solar cycle variation, by adding a polynomial

fit as a function of magnetic a.ctivity to the linea.r regression term in fill factor. Figure 7 shows _.n

example of the variation of the fbur mode parameters studied here as a function of magnetic activity

for a single multiplet. In this particular example, mode width and amplitude show a clear variation

with activity, but it is about one order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding variation due

to the fill factor. The linear correlation is only about 0.6 between these two parameters and the two

activity indices, while it is about 0.9 between any of the four mode parameters and fill factor. Mode

area and background amplitude show no significant variation with activity level in this example

with a correlation coefficient of about 0.2 and 0.3 respectively.

We performed a cross-validation similar to the one in the previous subsection in order to deter-

mine the best model for the solar cycle variation. Figure 8 shows the results of randomly dividing

the data set into two subsets and varying the degree of the polynomial in magnetic activity. The

in-sample error decreases with increasing degree, while the out-of-sample error shows a minimum at

the linear fit. We repeated this analysis for other random subdivisions and found the same result.

Therefore, we use a linear regression to describe the solar cycle variation in addition to a linear

regression to describe the temporal window variation.

F(fill, B) = intercept + a I • (1 - fill) + slope * (B - Bmi_) (2)

We repeated this analysis for mode amplitude, mode area, and background amplitude and found

that the solar cycle and the temporal window variation of these mode parameters is adequately

described by a linear regression in each of the two variables as in Equation 2.



The correlationcoefficientsare a measureof fit quality with a large coefficientindicating
that the model is appropriate. Figure 9 showslinear correlationcoefficientsof fill factor (×)
and magneticactivity (D) for modewidth. For 1 _ 25 to 1 _ 120, most activity correlations

are about 99.9% significant and most fill factor correlations are well above the 99.9% level. The

significance level decreases below 95% for higher and for lower l values. Mode amplitude and area

show a similar behavior with mode area showing a less pronounced decrease at high and low l

values. The mode background, on the other hand, shows the largest correlations for l < 50 and

decreasing correlations with increasing l values. In the following section, we analyze only multiplets

where both correlation coefficients of the regression analysis for fill factor and magnetic activity

have a 95% or greater level of significance. This criterion safeguards against including multiplets

where measurement uncertainties dominate. For example, mode area and background amplitude

of I = 50, n -- 9 (Figure 7) are excluded by this criterion. This reduces the number of multiplets

from 1163 to about half this number for mode width, amplitude, and area. For the background

amplitude, however, this threshold reduces the number of multiplets to about one fourth to one

sixth which is too small to adequately cover the (l_) diagram. We note that this threshold might

exclude a few valid fits of multiplets at high or low n values where mode parameters are more

or less independent of fill factor. The thresholding procedure is robust in the sense that the

qualitative behavior and the average quantities presented in the following section do not depend

on the applied threshold. Without thresholding, the scatter of the measurements is greater leading

to larger standard deviations and the level of significance is overall smaller, but general trends and

average quantities remain the same.

3. RESULTS

Figure 10 shows the results of the linear regression of mode width versus magnetic flux (Equa-

tion (2)). The top panel shows the slope normalized by the intercept as a function of l and the

bottom panel shows the same as a function of 1_,,restricted to I :> 30 to reduce scatter. The y-axis

is in units of percent per Gauss. For example, with a difference between minimum and maximum

activity in Figure 1 of about 6 G, a normalized slope of +0.5 reflects an increase in mode width of

+3.0% compared to the width at solar minimum.

The normalized slope is 0.524±0.025 averaged over all I and L, values; the mode width increases

with increasing activity. The normalized slope is more or less independent of I. For l < 30, the

slope seems to increase with decreasing l value. But, this is rather uncertain given the few data

points. As a function of frequency, the normalized slopes show the largest values between 2.7 and

3.3 mHz with 0.769+0.045 on average. Table 2 shows the average values and additional information.

The difference between the minimum in Figure 1 and the previous solar maximum is about 14 G,

which corresponds to an increase in width of about 7% on average and of 10% for modes with

2.7 < _, < 3.3 mHz.

Figure 11 shows the same as Figure 10 for mode amplitudes derived at (re�l) = 1. The
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normalizedslopesshowa somewhatlargerscatterthan the slopesof the modewidth, asreflected
in thestandarddeviationvaluesinTable2. Themeansof thebinneddataareconsistentlylocatedat
negativevalueswith - 1.206+ 0.037 on average; mode amplitudes decrease with increasing activity.

For I > 30, there is almost no l dependence, while for smaller I the normalized slopes decrease with

decreasing l value. This is the opposite behavior of the mode widths and demonstrates the inverse

relation between mode width and amplitude. However, there is a quantitative difference leading

to a non-zero slope of the product of the two, the mode area, as discussed below. The amplitude

slopes show the same frequency dependence as the mode widths; the average departure from a zero

slope is largest in the frequency range from 2.7 to 3.3 mHz.

Figure 12 shows the normalized slopes for the mode area, width × amplitude, derived at

(re�l) = 1. The means of the binned data are consistently located at negative values with an

average value of -0.971 + 0.030, which implies that the effect is stronger in mode amplitude than

in mode width. As expected from mode width and amplitude, the slopes show no l dependence

for l _> 30 and decrease with decreasing l for smaller l values. As for mode width and amplitude,

the mode area slopes show the strongest departure from zero in the frequency range from 2.7 to

3.3 mHz with -1.317 + 0.061 on average which is 36% larger than the average over all frequencies.

The corresponding figures for mode area and amplitude derived at (re�l) = 0 show a similar

behavior with smaller average slopes (see Table 2).

Figure 13 shows the normalized slopes for the background amplitude derived at (m/l) = 1 as a

function of I. We include the plot of all multiplets (top panel), since in this case the 95% confidence

threshold reduces the number of multiplets so much that showing them alone (bottom panel) might

be misleading. In the top panel, there is no frequency dependence for l < 80, the values are more

closely distributed around a zero slope than any of the other three mode parameters. For larger

l values, there are two distinct distributions separated by mode frequency. For _ < 3 mHz, the

slopes show the same average values as for lower l values, while for _, _> 3 mHz, the slopes are

systematically larger. The corresponding figure for the background amplitude derived at (re�I) = 0

shows a similar behavior.

The bottom panel shows that in this case the threshold leads to a selection of multiplets with

mainly positive slopes in contrast to the mainly negative slopes in the top panel. For (m/1) -- O,

the selection leads to mainly negative slopes close to the values without thresholding, but most of

the multiplets with l > 80 and p > 3 mHz are excluded. For this reason, the average background

amplitude slopes derived from (re�l) = 0 and (re�l) = 1 have different signs, as shown in Table 2.

The variation in background amplitude is consistent with a zero change with a small trend toward

negative values, except for 1 > 80 and v >_ 3 mHz, where the background amplitude increases with

increasing activity.

In the region of l > 80 and v _> 3 mHz, modes are broad enough to blend into ridges. Thus,

an increase in mode width due to the solar cycle variation may cause the peakfind algorithm to

overestimate the background in this region and consequently underestimate the mode amplitude.
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Table3 showsthe sameasTable2 but excludingall valueswith l > 80 and _, > 3.0 mHz. While

mode width values are about 20% smaller in Table 3 compared to Table 2, mode amplitude and

area values differ by about +10%. Thus, the solar cycle variation of these parameters does not

seem to be severely biased by potentially overestimated background amplitudes.

To test the significance of the increase in mode width with increasing activity and the corre-

sponding decrease in amplitude and area, we randomize the order of the magnetic activity values

in time (prewhitening) and perform the multiple linear regression in fill factor and randomized

magnetic activity. We repeat this process 1,000 times making sure that we do not use the same

randomization twice. Figure 14 shows the distributions of the average slopes of mode width (F),

amplitude (A), area (F x A), and background amplitude (b0) for all I _> 30 averaged over all frequen-

cies. The measured average slope of the mode area is 5.1 standard deviations of tile randomized

distribution away from zero for (m/l) = 1 and -4.8 for (m/l) = 0 which is tile largest departure

from a zero slope. Mode amplitude slopes show a slightly smaller departure from zero with -4.9

and -3.7 and mode width slopes show the smallest departure of these three parameters with 2.8

standard deviations. Histograms limited to the frequency range of 2.8 to 3.2 mHz are very similar

to the ones in Figure 14 leading to similar levels of significance. The background amplitude shows

a value of 0.4 standard deviations for (m/l) = 1 and -1.6 for (m/l) = 0. Thus, tile solar cycle

related changes in mode width, amplitude, and area are significant at about the 99.9% level and

higher, while the variation of the background amplitude is not significant and is consistent with a

zero change.

As a consistency check, we correlate the measured magnetic activity (as a function of time)

with tile randomly distributed activity and plot this correlation versus the average slope of tile

randomized data sets. The top row of Figure 15 shows the resulting scatter plots for the mode

area, which shows the highest level of significance. The correlation with magnetic activity shows a

cloud of points centered around zero and elongated in the direction of the actual measurement ([])

connected with a solid line. This elongation is present for the average over all frequencies and for

the frequency range centered around 3 mHz. Thus, the average slope of the random sample gets

increasingly closer to the measured average slope with increasing similarity between randomized

activity and measured activity. Mode width and amplitude show a similar behavior with slightly

more scatter, indicating that their variation with magnetic activity is indeed significant, while the

backgound amplitude shows no preferred direction which is consistent with a zero change.

In addition, we calculated the correlation of the magnetic activity with the fill factor to see

if the much larger correction for the temporal window could bias the regression in activity. The

bottom row of Figure 15 shows a cloud of points without a preferred direction for mode area; mode

width and amplitude show a similar behavior. After rebinning the correlations, the mean slope in

each bin is close to zero. Thus, it is unlikely that their change with magnetic activity is simply an

artifact of the temporal window correction. The background amplitude shows also a cloud of points

without a preferred direction which is no surprise since its variation with activity is consistent with

a zero change.
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Werepeatthis analysisfor sunspotnumbersinsteadof magneticflux andfind essentiallythe
sameresults. The l and frequency dependences of the resulting slopes are the same as shown in

Figures 10 to 12. The average values in percent per sunspot number are listed in Table 4. For

mode amplitude and area, the levels of significance are the same as for the magnetic flux, while

for mode width the significance is slightly smaller. Figure 16 shows a comparison of normalized

slopes derived from good fits common to the regression in magnetic flux and in sunspot numbers.

The figure shows, as expected, a high linear correlation of 0.99 between the solar cycle variations of

the four mode parameters derived from the two activity indices, which is as high as the correlation

between sunspot numbers and magnetic flux. The background amplitude is the only one with fairly

large scatter and also a non-zero intercept.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We find a strong correlation between mode width, amplitude, and area and the two activity

indices used here, with sunspot numbers and magnetic flux leading to the same result. The level of

significance of the solar cycle variation is highest for mode area and lowest for mode width. With

a difference of about 14 G between the last solar minimum and the previous maximum, we would

expect an increase of about 7% oil average in mode width from minimum to maximum activity and

a decrease of 16% and 13% in mode amplitude and area (width × amplitude). The background

amplitude shows a small decrease which is not significant and its change is consistent with a zero

change. An increase of about 7% in mode width over the solar cycle is about a factor of four smaller

than the average shift in central mode frequency (_ 0.4 #Hz) assuming a median mode width of

1.5 #Hz.

For stochastically excited modes, a broadening in mode width implies a reduced lifetime or

increased damping of the modes during times of high magnetic activity. The reduction in mode

area implies a reduction in the amount of acoustic energy pumped into the modes by turbulent

convection. This agrees with the presumption that the presence of strong magnetic fields suppresses

motions in a turbulent medium, which is known to occur for several solar surface phenomena.

Previous analyses (Howe, Komm, & Hill 1999, 2000; Toomre et al. 2000) show that the solar cycle

variation of flows observed in helioseismic data exists in about the upper 7 or 8_0 of the Sun or

the upper quarter of the convection zone near the surface of the Sun. The frequency dependence

of the solar cycle variation of p-mode frequencies indicates that the underlying structural changes

occur near the solar surface (Libbrecht & Woodard 1990; Elsworth et al. 1994). This suggests

that changes in width and area are due to changes of the physical conditions in the upper part of

the mode cavity near the upper turning point.

A possible, specific mechanism by which magnetic activity can influence mode widths is the

excitation of oscillations in flux tubes. Flux tubes are buffeted by p-modes which excite nonresonant

oscillations in flux tubes (Bogdan et al. 1996; Hasan 1997; Hasan & Kalkofen 1998) leading to

a balance between energy input from p-modes and losses through radiative damping and leakage
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from flux tube boundaries.The excitationof resonantoscillationsin flux tubes in unstratified
atmosphereswasstudied,for example,by Ryutova& Priest (1993a,b).Resonantcouplingwith
MHD waves(Pint_r& Goossens1999)mightalsocontributeto the dampingof p-modes,aswellas
scatteringofp-modesbyfluxtubes(Keppens,Bogdan,& Goossens1994;Bogdan& Zweibel1987).
Thus,whenthemagneticactivity increasesduring therisingphaseof the solarcycle,p-modesare
increasinglydampedby the interactionswith the increasingnumberof flux tubes. Bogdanet al.
(1996)modelledthe absorptionof p-modesby exciting longitudinal ('sausage')and transversal
('kink') modesin thin magneticflux tubesandexplicitelystudiedthe contributionof this process
to the width of p-modes.By comparingtheir theoreticalresultswith p-modewidths measured
by Korzennik (1990),they concludedthat the contributionto the p-modeline width of p-mode
absorptionby flux tubesis of theorderof a fewto about 10%.This agreeswithin a factorof two
with the solar-cyclevariationof p-modewidthsexpectedfromour results.

It is knownthat strongdownwardplumesin intergranularlanesarea sourceof acousticen-
ergyexcitingp-modes(Rast 1999;Rimmeleet al. 1995),that in plagesvertical motionsin the
photospherearesuppressedin the presenceof magneticflux tubes (Title et al. 1992)and that
rmsvelocitiesarereducedin regionsof enhancedmagneticfieldin intergranularlanes(Nesiset al.
1996).Thus,the presenceof flux tubesmight suppressthe downwardplumesresponsiblefor ex-
citing p-modes.This suggestionis consistentwith the observationby Gooode_: Strous (1996)
that in regionsof the quiet Sun the localmagneticfield appearsto diminishboth the average
acousticflux andthep-modepower.Toseeif suchafilling factorargumentmightexplainthesolar
cyclevariationof modearea,weestimatethe 'activity-free'areain synopticmapscorresponding
to months9-11 (lowactivity) andmonths33-35(highactivity) by subtractingfrom the total area
the portion with fieldsabovea certainthresholdtimesa filling factor. As threshold,weusethe
medianvalueof 4 G of tile high-activitysynopticmaps.Usinga filling factor of 0.18,derivedby
Title et al. (1992)for plages,tile 'activity-free'areaand asa consequencethe acousticenergyis
reducedby 3%from low to highactivity. With an apparentareafilling factorof 0.37,asderived
by Lin _ Rimmele (1999)for intranetworkfields,the 'activity-free'areais reducedby 7%. With
theseroughestimates,wefind a variationof acousticenergywithin a factor of two or less of the

measured 6% reduction in mode area. Thus, it is plausible that the reduction in mode area is

directly related to the increased number of flux tubes covering the solar surface during periods of

high activity.

Elsworth et al. (1993) report a decrease in mode area of 35 + 5% from solar minimum to

maximum in the BISON data between 1981 and 1992. With -1.75 ± 0.37%/G for l <: 5 (Figure 12)

and a maximum difference of 16.7 G in NSO Kitt Peak magnetograms from 1981 to 1992, we

estimate a decrease of 29 + 6% between minimum and maximum, which is in good agreement with

the BISON results given the different data sets and methods. The order and the sign is also in

agreement with PallS, R_gulo, & Roca Cortes (1990a). Elsworth et al. (1993) found no significant

variation with mode width, which is different from our result at higher I values. However, tile level

of significance is lower for mode width than for mode amplitude and area and the correlation with
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sunspotnumbers,asusedby Elsworthet al. (1993),is slightlylesssignificantthanwith magnetic
flux. Usingthe averagevaluesin Table2, weexpectanincreasein modewidth of about 15%from
solarminimumto maximum,but wehaveno goodquantitativeestimatefor I _< 5. An increase

in line width would be in agreement with Pall6, R6gulo, & Roca Cort6s (1990b). However, if thc

mode width at this particular l range does not change with the solar cycle change, this would also

lead to a low significance of the regression analysis.

The solar-cycle variation of the mode width reported by Meunier (1997) is the opposite of

what we find and differs also from a previous analysis of South Pole data (Jefferies et al. 1990,

1991) which suggested a qualitative behavior similar to our results. Since she had only two South

Pole data sets available and used a small subset of the (/v) diagram, the difference might be a

selection effect. Another possible explanation of the difference is that Meunier (1997) used an

asymmetric line profile instead of a symmetric Lorentzian as in Jefferies et al. (1990, 1991) or in

this study. The neglect of the line asymmetry might be important and influence the results.

Hindman, Haber, & Toomre (2000) report a strong shift in central mode frequency of up to

15 #Hz in active regions versus the quiet Sun measured in the Dense-Pack data set from SOI/MDI

devised for ring-diagram analysis. Since the behavior of active regions is dominated by magnetic

fields as is the variation with the solar cycle and since it is well-known that sunspots absorb p-

modes, we predict that the mode width in active regions is larger than in the quiet Sun and that

the mode area is smaller. To make an approximate quantitative prediction, we assume that there

is no 1 dependence of the variation in mode width and area up to the very high I values required for

ring-diagram analysis (l ,._ 700-1000), that the mode frequency shift continues to gradually increase

with I at the rate of 1 nHz per degree for a 5 G change in the overall surface flux (Howe, Komm, &

Hill 1999, for l <_ 150), and that mode width and area scale as the shift in central mode frequency.

Under these assumptions, we predict for I = 850 a broadening in mode width of up to 38% in an

active region and a reduction in mode area of up to 70% compared to the quiet Sun.

A decrease in mode energy of about 13% from solar minimum to maximum amounts to about

1 x 103o erg s -1 using the order of magnitude estimate of the total energy flux flowing through p-

modes calculated by Libbrecht (1988). The total (spectrally integrated) solar irradiance variation

is about _ 0.1% (Willson & Hudson 1988, 1991) between minimum and maximum corresponding

to about 4 × 103o erg s-1 in luminosity. Thus, the energy transferred from p-modes to flux tubes

is large enough that it might contribute to the observed increase in irradiance with increasing

activity. The irradiance variation is related to the presence of magnetic features (Lean 1997); dark

sunspots reduce the local radiative output, whereas faculae, plages, and the network enhance the

emission. But, to identify all sources of the solar irradiance cycle proves difficult. One question

is whether brightness changes in magnetic features alone can account for the 11-yr variation or

whether an additional non-facular global component (Kuhn, Libbrecht, & Dicke 1988) is needed.

Recent studies indicate that magnetic features can account for the total variation (Lean et al. 1998;

Chapman, Cookson, & Dobias 1996) and for the UV spectral variation (Lean et al. 1998). The

energy transferred from p-modes to flux tubes would contribute to the magnetic component but
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couldalsomimicaglobalbrightnesscomponent.TheUV radiation,whichemergesfromthemiddle
photosphere,showsanorderof magnitudelargervariationthan thetotal irradiance,whichemerges
predominantlyfromthevisiblesurface.Modulationby upwardextendingflux tubesissuggestedas
a probablemechanismfor thesevariations(Leanet al. 1998).Sucha modulationcouldbeexcited
by the interactionof flux tubeswith p-modes.

The measurementof modewidth, amplitude,andareaand their temporalvariation is made
difficult by systematiceffectsin the dataandlimited understandingof modephysics.Weattempt
to adequatelycorrectfor systematiceffectsknownto us andweareawarethat the resultsmight
be improvedby usingasymmetriclineprofilesorby simultaneouslystudyingvelocityandintensity
data. Wefinally point out that theavailabledatacoveronlyaboutonequarterof asolarcycleand
that a reliablestudyof solar-cycleeffectsusuallyrequiresobservationsof at leastoneor twosolar
cycles.

This workwassupportedby NASAGrantS-92698-F.This workutilizesdataobtainedby the
GlobalOscillationNetworkGroup(GONG)project,managedby theNationalSolarObservatory,
a Division of the NationalOptical AstronomyObservatories,which is operatedby AURA, Inc.
undera cooperativeagreementwith theNationalScienceFoundation.The datawereacquiredby
instrumentsoperatedby the Big BearSolarObservatory,HighAltitude Observatory,Learmonth
SolarObservatory,Udaipur SolarObservatory,Instituto de Astrof/sicode Canarias,and Cerro
Tololo InteramericanObservatory.The SOI-MDI project is supportedby NASA grant NAG 5-
3077to StanfordUniversity,with subcontractsto LockheedMartin, to Universityof Colorado,and
to HarvardUniversity.SOHOis a missionof internationalcooperationbetweenESA and NASA.
NSO/Kitt Peakdata usedhereareproducedcooperativelyby NSF/NOAO,NASA/GSFC,and
NOAA/SEL.
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Fig. 1.-- Solarmagneticactivity duringGONGmonths1to 35. Eachpoint representsthecentral
monthof a GONG3-monthtimeseries.

Fig. 2.-- An exampleof the (m/l) variationof modewidth, F, amplitude,A, mode area, F * A,

and background amplitude, b0. The data are normalized by the values at m = 0.

Fig. 3.-- Examples of the variation of F with fill factor for the same l but different n values for

undeconvolved GONG data (x), SOI data ((_), and deconvolved GONG data (D). The solid line

is a linear fit to the undeconvolved GONG data.

Fig. 4.-- The average in-sample error (×) and out-of-sample error ([]) of polynomial fits of F as

a function of fill factor for different degrees of the fitting polynomials. The top panel shows the

results for randomly dividing the data set into two subsets of about equal size, while the bottom

panel shows the results for excluding from the fit the four data points with the largest fill factors.

Fig. 5.-- The slopes normalized by the intercepts of a linear fit of mode width versus fill factor

(Equation 1) as a function of I and u. The units are percent per (1. - fill).

Fig. 6.-- Mode width extraploated to 100% fill.

Fig. 7.-- Example of the variation of F, A, F x A, and b0 with magnetic activity for a single

multiplet (l = 50, n = 9). Activity measures are magnetic flux (dashed line) a,_td sunspot numbers

(dotted line). The values were corrected for the fill factor and normalized by the corresponding

extrapolated value at 100% fill and minimum level of activity.

Fig. 8.-- The average in-sample error (x) and out-of-sample error (rn) of polynomial fits of F as a

function of magnetic activity for different degrees of the polynomials. The activity measures used

are magnetic flux (top panel) and sunspot number (bottom panel).

Fig. 9.-- Correlation coefficients of multi-linear regression in fill factor (x) and magnetic activity

(rn) for mode width. The two horizontal lines are the 95% and 99.9% significance level.

Fig. 10.-- The slopes of the linear regression of mode width versus magnetic activity (Equation 2)

as a function of l and u normalized by the intercept. Included are rebinned and averaged values

with a binsize of 5 in I (top panel) and a binsize of 100ttHz (bottom panel). The error bars represent

the standard error of the mean; the dotted lines indicate +1 standard deviation. The units are

percent per Gauss.

Fig. 11.-- As Figure 10, but for mode amplitude (measured at (re�l) = 1).

Fig. 12.-- As Figure 10, but for mode area (measured at (re�l) = 1).

Fig. 13.-- As Figure 10, but for background amplitude (measured at (re�l) = 1). Included are

rebinned and averaged values with a binsize of 9 in I for two regions of the (lu) diagram (n: l _> 80

and u > 3 mHz, x: l < 80 or u < 3 mHz. Top panel: all available multiplets, Bottom panel:
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limitedto multipletswherethe regressionleadsto a > 95%levelof significance.

Fig. 14.-- A distributionof slopesdeterminedfromfitting 1000randomsamples,wherethe mag-
netic field strengthvaluesare randomlyassignedin eachsample,averagedoverall multiplets for
l > 30. The bottom x-axes are normalized by the standard deviations of the distributions, while

the top x-axes are in the same units as the y-axes in Figures 10-13. The dotted lines indicate

the means of the distributions, while the dashed lines indicate the average slopes of the actual

measurements (Figures 10-13).

Fig. 15.-- Mode area slopes as a function of the correlation between the randomized magnetic field

and the measured magnetic field (top row) and between tile randomized magnetic field and the

fill factor (bottom row) for all frequencies (left column) and for the frequency range from 2.7 to

3.3 mHz (right column) for l > 30. The square symbols indicate the actual measurements.

Fig. 16.-- A comparison of normalized slopes of good fits common to the regression in magnetic

flux and to tile one in sunspot numbers. The solid lines indicate linear fits between the two data

sets.
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Table1. GONGtimeseriesusedin this work.The averagemagneticflux wasderivedfromNSO
Kitt Peaksynopticmaps.The sunspotnumbersarefrom the NSOSacramentoPeakarchive.

Months Start Stop Fill Flux (G) Sunspot#

1-3 95-05-07 95-08-22 0.8088 4.951 13.8
2-4 95-06-12 95-09-27 0.8189 4.810 13.9
3-5 95-07-18 95-11-02 0.8501 4.822 16.6
4-6 95-08-23 95-12-08 0.8602 4.832 14.2
5-7 95-09-28 96-01-13 0.8800 4.753 13.9
6-8 95-11-03 96-02-18 0.8800 4.421 8.8
7-9 95-12-09 96-03-25 0.8918 4.139 8.8
8-10 96-01-14 96-04-30 0.9007 3.989 6.2
9-11 96-02-19 96-06-05 0.9195 3.969 6.0

10-12 96-03-26 96-07-11 0.8817 4.013 7.1
11-13 96-05-01 96-08-16 0.8244 4.196 8.9
12-14 96-06-06 96-09-21 0.7696 4.276 8.5
13-15 96-07-12 96-10-27 0.8019 4.297 4.9
14-16 96-08-17 96-12-02 0.8692 4.309 5.5
15-17 96-09-22 97-01-07 0.9219 4.519 6.7
16-18 96-10-28 97-02-12 0.9234 4.619 7.8
17-19 96-12-03 97-03-20 0.9099 4.529 6.7
18-20 97-01-08 97-04-25 0.8670 4.340 7.8
19-21 97-02-13 97-05-31 0.8251 4.345 10.9
20-22 97-03-21 97-07-06 0.8093 4.457 12.3
21-23 97-04-26 97-08-11 0.8298 4.483 12.0
22-24 97-06-01 97-09-16 0.8238 4.859 17.6
23-25 97-07-07 97-10-22 0.8339 5.341 23.2
24-26 97-08-12 97-11-27 0.7982 5.945 30.1
25-27 97-09-17 98-01-02 0.8176 6.372 29.9
26-28 97-10-23 98-02-07 0.8000 6.609 31.6
27-29 97-11-28 98-03-15 0.8550 6.826 33.6
28-30 98-01-03 98-04-20 0.8412 7.294 39.4
29-31 98-02-08 98-05-26 0.8251 7.267 42.1
30-32 98-03-16 98-07-01 0.8036 7.789 47.4
31-33 98-04-21 98-08-06 0.7818 8.270 51.6
32-34 98-05-27 98-09-11 0.7972 9.310 62.5
33-35 98-07-02 98-10-17 0.8000 9.862 67.0
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Table1--Continued

Months Start Stop Fill Flux (G) Sunspot#
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Table2. Normalizedslopesin percentperGaussof a linearregressionof modeparameters
versusmagneticactivity averagedoverall multipletsfor (a) all l and v, (b) all I and

2.7 <_ v _< 3.3 mHz, (c) l >_ 30 and all v, and (d) l _ 30 and 2.7 < _ < 3.3 mHz. The table shows

the mean slope, the standard deviation, the number of multiplets, and a, the mean divided by the

standard deviation of the distribution of 1,000 randomized data sets.

Parameter (a) Mean Stddev Num cr (b) Mean Stddev Num

F 0.524 0.646 682 2.9 0.769 0.679 232 3.1

A (rn/1 = 0) -0.723 0.723 694 -3.9 0.794 0.721 206 -3.4

A(m/l = 1) -1.206 0.925 637 -4.8 -1.561 0.977 207 -4.6

F x A (0) -0.664 0.521 706 -4.9 -0.819 0.550 207 -5.0

F x A (1) -0.971 0.692 524 -5.0 -1.317 0.747 152 5.1

bo (rn/1 = 0) -0.390 1.796 395 -1.0 -0.790 1.555 127 1.9

bo (m/1 = 1) 0.423 2.687 311 0.5 -0.412 2.300 96 -0.5

Parameter (c) Mean Stddev Num a (d) Mean Stddev Num c_

F 0.499 0.617 599 2.7 0.746 0.652 196 2.9

A (m/I = 0) -0.670 0.627 585 -3.6 -0.722 0.608 171 -3.2

A(m/l = 1) -1.140 0.795 522 -4.7 -1.466 0.851 169 -4.4

F x A (0) -0.613 0.453 538 -4.8 -0.753 0.480 152 -4.8

F x A (1) -0.922 0.633 397 -4.9 -1.272 0.697 105 -5.0

bo (m/l = 0) -0.613 1.017 205 -1.5 -0.977 0.725 61 -2.2

bo (m/l = 1) 0.366 2.206 182 0.4 -0.322 1.428 53 -0.3
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Table3. As Table2, but excludingall valueswith l > 80 and u > 3.0 mHz to reduce the

influence of potentially overestimated background amplitudes (see Figure 13).

Parameter (a) Mean Stddev Num a (b) Mean Stddev Num

F 0.428 0.660 373 2.2 0.583 0.727 111 2.4

A (m/l = 0) -0.857 0.800 367 -4.0 -0.791 0.808 91 -3.5

A(m/l = 1) -1.297 0.987 323 -4.6 -1.476 0.938 97 -4.1

F x A (0) -0.722 0.555 392 -5.1 -0.829 0.542 94 -5.2

F x A (1) -1.134 0.725 269 -4.9 -1.179 0.738 74 -4.7

bo (m/l = 0) -0.791 0.984 235 -1.9 -0.878 1.217 66 -1.9

bo (m/l = 1) -0.072 1.276 150 -0.1 -0.216 1.708 52 -0.2

Parameter (c) Mean Stddev Num a (d) Mean Stddev Num

F 0.413 0.642 341 2.1 0.559 0.713 94 2.3

A (m/l = 0) -0.797 0.687 315 -3.8 0.709 0.704 75 -3.3

A (m/l -= 1) -1.107 0.777 269 -4.4 -1.389 0.802 78 -3.9

F × A (0) -0.654 0.466 289 -4.8 -0.767 0.467 63 -5.0

F × A (1) -1.038 0.626 202 -4.8 -1.128 0.695 50 -4.7

bo (m/l = 0) -0.986 0.669 122 -2.2 -1.078 0.678 32 -2.2

bo (m/l = 1) 0.055 1.040 84 0.1 -0.055 1.389 29 -0.1
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Table4. As Table2, but for sunspotnumbers.The normalizedslopesarein percentpersunspot
number.

Parameter (a) Mean Stddev Num c_ (b) Mean Stddev Num a

F 0.0415 0.0618 697 2.5 0.0647 0.0637 232 2.8

A (roll = 0) -0.0638 0.0701 730 -3.7 -0.0729 0.0699 209 -3.4

A (roll = 1) -0.1118 0.0895 667 -4.8 -0.1460 0.0962 212 4.7

F x A (0) -0.0611 0.0512 749 -4.8 -0.0777 0.0541 215 -5.1

F x A (1) -0.0927 0.0665 552 -5.1 -0.1278 0.0727 155 -5.3

bo (roll = 0) -0.0280 0.1589 483 -0.7 -0.0591 0.1395 161 -1.6

bo (roll = 1) 0.0232 0.2146 491 0.3 -0.0346 0.1895 169 -0.4

Parameter (c) Mean Stddev Num a (d) Mean Stddev Num

F 0.0391 0.0588 611 2.3 0.0627 0.0613 196 2.6

A(m/l = 0) -0.0659 0.1049 618 -3.4 -0.1153 0.0978 173 -3.1

A (roll = 1) -0.1058 0.0771 543 -4.7 -0.1373 0.0836 172 -4.5

r x A (0) -0.0558 0.0847 568 -4.7 -0.1089 0.0886 157 -5.0

F x A (1) -0.0885 0.0609 417 -5.0 -0.1236 0.0683 107 -5.3

bo (roll = 0) -0.0495 0.1880 259 -1.1 -0.1120 0.1703 85 -1.7

bo (roll = 1) 0.0183 0.1727 331 0.2 -0.0283 0.1319 116 -0.2
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